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Barbara Hohner
Roger and Nicki Hokazono
Edward and Mary Holitzki
Beverly and Wilfred Holland
Carlie Holland
Cory Holland
Sally Hollingsworth
Cory Holly
Beverley Holmes
Gillian Holmes
Dr. Jim Holmes, in Memoriam
Joyce and Jeff Holmes
Janice Mori
Judy Holt
Daniel Holte
Angela Holtom
Susan Holtzman
The Homesmith
James Hooey
Roger Hoogendoorn
Gregory Hooper
Margaret-Ann Hooper
Stephanie Hooper
Doug Hoover
Linda Hoover
John Hope
Marion Hope
Harvene Hopkins
Robert Hopkinson
Marilyn Hopp
Christine Hoppe
Christine and Patrick Hoppe
Heather Hopson
Richard Horne
Vivienne Horne
Dorothy Horton
Greg and Donna Horton
Stephen Horton
Kyle Hosker
Mahir Hossein
Christopher Hostland
Charles and Cynthia Hou
Clint Houlbrook
Melanie Houlden
Lois Hourston
Louanne Houston
Linda Hovdebo
Spencer Hovdebo
Ingrid Howden
Geoffrey Howe
Howell Ventures Ltd
Mike and Anna Howes
Ralph Howey
Calvin Hoy
Don and Andrea Hoye
Andrew Hoyte
Edward Hoyte
Derryanne Hubbard
William Hubbard
Stephen Hubley
Nancy Hudgin
Ruth Huff
Arthur Hughes-Games, in Memoriam
Annette Hughes
Jeremy Hughes
Marvel Hughes
Pat Hughes
Pat and Judy Hughes
Tom, Olive and Aly Hughes
Connie Hull
Ted Hume
Billee and Jerry Humeny
Jean Humphreys
Marleen and Reg Humphries
Anna Hunt-Binkley
Clifford and Barbara Hunt, in Memoriam
Lorne Hunter
Ray and Lori Hupfer
Sandra Hurst
Robert Hussey
Elsie Hutton
Shelley Hyde
Jamie Ihaksi
Eva and Martin Impey
Mark Impey
Nancy Ingersoll
Clint Ingham
Len Ingram
Natalie Ingram
Rick Ingram
Wayne Ingram
Interior Savings - Lake Country
Lynn Irmen
Ironman Holdings Ltd
Evelin Irons
Leslie Irvine-Apps
John Irvine
Donna Irving
Rob Irving
Susan Irving
Denise Irwin
Douglas Isaac
Vera Isaac
Joan McClure Isik
Jaqueline Ivans
J. Jasuja Chartered Accountant Inc
Eric Jackson
Justin Jackson
Kelsey Jackson
Martin Jackson
Mary Jackson
Melissa Jacobs
Lisa Jaffary
Barry James
Carol James
Maureen James
Pamela (Wynn) Jamieson
John Janmaat
Wendy Jansen
Angela Jansson
Alfons Janusas
Avis Janz
Lloyd Janzen
Mike and Carloann Janzer
Robin Jarman
Monica Jarvis
David Jefferess
Terry Lynn Jeffers
Michelle Jefferson
Peter Jekill
David And Rosemary Jenkins
Richard Jenkner
Jennejohn Family
Cheryl Jennings
Aimee Jensen
Ian Jensen
Rae Jensen
Russell Jervis
Glenn Jespersen
Contessa Jewall
Wendy Jewell
Darin Johaneson
William Johaneson
Patti Johannson
Ty and Amy Johannson
Robert Johncox
Andrew Johns
Adrian Johnson
Albert Johnson
Barry Johnson
Bill Johnson
Brenda Johnson
David Johnson
Donna Johnson
Douglas Johnson
Gord Johnson
Judy Johnson
Julie Johnson
Leigh-Ann Johnson
Lloyd Johnson
Lorelei Johnson
Nancy Johnson
Olivia Johnson
Richard Johnson
Robert Johnson
Sue Johnson
Dianne and Gordon Johnston
Gordon Johnston
Jack Johnston
Leta Johnston
Stephen Johnston
Scott Johnstone
Allan Jones, in Memoriam
Shane Jones
Colleen Jones
Dale Jones
Daryl Jones
Jacqueline and Bruce Jones
Jonathon Jones
Kathy Jones
Melanie Jones
Miles Jones
Peter Jones
Ron and Linda Jones
Ken Jones
Edie and Kenneth Jordan
Pip Jordan
Trevor Jordan
Tracy Jorgensen
Shannon Jorgenson
Ingrid Jors
Charles Joy
JSW Construction
Junior Chamber International
Paddy Juniper
Bonny Junkins
Lodi Juric
Janis Kaban
Lori Kachowskki
Tanya Kaempf
Barb Kahl
Ronald Edward Kaiser, in Memoriam
Warren and Jassie Kacoschke
Kal Running and Triathlon Club
Kal Tire
Kalavida Surf Shop
Holly Kaldec
Chris Kalinovich
David Kalinovich
Karen Kallweit
Joyce Kallweit
Kaloya Contracting Ltd
Cheryl Kaminsky
Clint and Kathy Kanester
John Michael Kannemeyer
Christopher Kape
Dianne Kapty
Rosemary Bronswyk Kassa
Eileen Kaul
James Kay
Issac and Oscar Kearney
Allan Keating
Lynn and John Keating
Keehner Trucking
Anne Kehoe
Sue and Mike Kehoe
Keith Dahlen Construction Ltd
Jason Kelder
Wayne and Norlene Keller
Allison Kelley
Mark Kellock
Rick and Diane Kelly
Kelowna Auto Dealers Association
Kelowna Cycle
Kelowna E Ride Inc
Kelowna Jaycees Fitness Management
Kelowna Pool Tables Ltd
Kelowna Roofing (1984) Ltd
Paul Kemppainen
Ken Oliver Consulting Ltd
David and Linda Kennedy
Gail Kennedy
Linda and Bill Kennedy
Sheila Kennedy
Brendan Kennelly
Denise Kenney
Ken Kenyon
Brian Kerluke
Danny Kermode
Hillary, Sydney and Austin Kernahan
John and June Kerr
Lorraine Kerr
Liz and Bob Kersey
Mike and Nan Kersey
Graham and Terra Kershaw
Liz Kershaw
Tyson Kershaw
Larry Kerwin
Kerryn, Terry, Lauren and Aaron Keryluke
Keystone Property Management Ltd
KF Aerospace Employee Staff
KF Foundation
Graham Kidd
Tracee Kidd
Kidston Elementary School Grade Seven class
James Kidston
Marilyn Kidston
Eleanor and Wayne Kiefer
Teresa Kiel
Travis Kiel
Clare Morrison Kilburn
Timothy Killip
Dennis and Karen Kinakin
Barb King
Braden King
Brent King
Christie King
Courtney King
David G. King
Jennifer King
Michael King
Michael Kinghorn
Doug Kingston
Linda Kingston
Deb Kinnear
Ed Kinnear
Jane Kipling
Grace and George Kiraly
Christine Kirby
Douglas Kirk
Laurie Kirkness
Kara Kirkwood
Susan Kirwin
Teresa Kisilevich
Jennifer Kitson
Elisha and Kelly Kittson
Joyce Kitzman
Ron Kleeferman
Jim Klein
Shelley Klein
Maureen Klettl
Grazyna Klimowicz
Miles and Lynn Kliner
Andrew Klingel
Eli Klinger
Marilyn Klingspon
Barbara Klopfenstein
Wolfgang Klose
Klub Kalamalka
Harry and Lola Knopf
Dorthy Knorr
Shawntell Koch
Freia Koenig
Elizabeth Koersen
Glenn Kohaly
Keven Kohlhauser
Robert Koll
Jon Kollari
Kelvin Kolman
Brian Komar
Damon Komori
Emy Komori
Lara, Jason and Tyler Konkin
Clare Kooistra
Wayne Koole
Peter Koot
Kootenai Outdoor Cont Ltd
Darrel and Katie Kopala
Peter Koperdan and Diane
Gail Kopp
Ed and Sonia Koroll
Martin Kortzman
Kathleen, Stephen and Natalie Kosar
Nicole Kostrosky-Wareham
Tamara Kostrosky
Alex Kourline
Vic and Starla Kowal
Irene Kowalchuk
Rick Kowalik
Darren Kowalke
Eric Kowalski
Marisa Krake-Andrews
Lawrence Krar
Katherine Krasnov
Brian Kratsch
Trevor Kraus
Christopher Krause
Sandra and Gary Krause
Michael and Brenda Krawchuk
Colin Krieg
Bent Kristensen
Art Kristiansen
Ashley Kroecher
George and Nell Kroker
Mike and Evie Kroschinsky
Kyle Krug
Paul Kruger
Hans and Josine Kruiswyk
Karen Krysko
Evelin Kryvor
Feng Kuang
Wayne Kubasek
Kucher Family
Kerry Kucy
Miley Kudras
Kathryn Kuhn
Dirk Kukler
Ryan Kuntz
Dan Kunzelman
M. Dale Kupidy
Kendall and Nancy Kurbis
Brenda and Gordon Kurio
Kurkjian Family
Walter Kurtz
Charlotte Kushner
Barry and Elaine Kyba
Margaret Kyle
LaBarre Family
Andre Labelle
Pamela Labossiere
Albert Labounty
Karma Lacoff
Ladera Holding Ltd
Monique and Claude Lahaye
Laidlaw Family
Lowell Laidlaw
Pam Laing
Sharon Laing, in Memoriam
Nancie Jane Laithwaite
Lake Country Chamber of Commerce
Lake Country Cycle
Lake Country Garden Club
Lake Country Liquor Store
Lake Country Notary
Lake Country Optometry
Lake Country Schools Cinco de Mayo Rail Trail Run
Lake Country Winfield Lions Club
Ed Lalande
Vivian Lalande
Bob Lalonde
Daniel Lamb
Ruth Lamb
Tate Lamb
Andrew Lambert
Stuart Lambert
James and Nicole Lamey
Douglas Lammle
Wendy and Bob Lane
Janet Lang
Colleen Lange
Ian Langley
Daphne Langlois
Janeen Langlois
Robert Langston
Nina Langton
Rosanne Lankkaar
Judy Lapierre
Christine Lapp
Cathy Laprise
Vinnie Larkings
Jerry Larocque
Allan Larsen
Eskil Larson
Janice Larson
Sharon Larson
Stephen Larter
Caroline Lasnier
Andrew, Danielle, Olivia and Emery Latchford
Jaime, Tonia, Justin, Aaron and Samantha Latchford
Cliff Latterly
Dwayne Laube
Beverlee Lauder
Donald Lauder
Jonathan Laumar
Stanley Lavender
Denis Laverdiere
Gwen Laverdiere
Marlene Lavin
Lavoie Family
Debra Law
Marie Lawrence
Stuart and Marlene Lawrence
Anita Lawry
Peter Lawson
Bryan Laycoe
Ben Lays
John Leahy
Charlotte Leaming
Janis LeBlond
David Leckschas
Kevin Leco
Shella Ledingham
David Lee
Derek Lee
Jerry Lee
Kathryn Leed
Greg Lefebre
Gregory Lefebre
Legendary Lake Monsters Summer Music Party
Peter and Terry Leggat
Lynn LaRocque and Esa Lehti
Martin Leier
Marty and Edie Leier
Maureen and Wally Lejbak
Ron Lelievre
Robert Lenz
Michelle LePine
Evelyn LeRose
Janine Leroux
Gord Lester
Mary Lester
Norm Letnick
Eugene and Sharon Leveque
Tara Levere
Barbara and Philip Levesque
Daniela Levesque
Jay Levesque
Lyndell Levitt
Lewis Family
Alvan Lewis
Bob and Jean Lewis
Cale Lewis
Craig Lewis
Brittany Preston
Don Lewis
J. Lewis
Maeve Lewis
Odin Lewis
Ray and Sarah Lewis
Tom Lewis
Michael and Bonnie Ley
Janice Liebe
Rob Liebe
Wally Lightbody
Wesley Lightfoot
Don Lindley
Afra Lindquist
Emily Lindsay
Gord and Eileen Linfield
Jocelyn Lingren
Lissetta Seddon
Julia Lissau
Geoff Lister
Jane Lister
Sean Lister
Ed and Terry Lister
Littco Enterprises
Sheilagh Livingstone
Judy Lloyd
Laurie Lloyd
Ruth Lloyd
Penny Lobdell
Ian Locket
Sharon Lockey
Brett Lockhart
Kirby Lockhart
Peter Lockhart
Pat Loehndorf
Mark Loland
Gary Long
Wendy Long
Kim Longstaff
Dick and Su Lonsdale
Lincoln Loo
Kevin Look
Catherine and Harry Lord
Benson Lott
Brian Loucks
James Love
Neil and Rita Love
Thomas Love
Oliver Lovesey
Gerald Low
Tamara Low
Lowe Contracting Ltd
Brad and Christine Lowe
Cathy Lower
Philip Lower
Caroline Lubben
Glen Lucas
Nancy Lucas
Elsa Lucash
Robert Lucy
Marques and Jaiden Lui
Charles Lund
Katie Lund
Madelaine Hicks
Olin Lund
Aileen Lunde
Rowena Lunn
Heidi Lussi
Eric Luttmerding
Jeremy Luypen
Sherry Lynn
Bev Lyons
Natasha Lyons
Wayne Lyons
Lauren Lypchuk
Paul Maarschalk
Liz MacArthur
Michelle and Brent MacArthur
Macbee Consulting
MacCleod Family
Sonja MacCrimmon
Colleen MacDonald
Ian Macdonald
Sandy MacDonald
Tom MacDonald
David and Denise MacGillivray
Doug and June MacGregor
Tom and Sharon Machin
Angus MacInnes, in Memoriam
Louis, Lilian, Andrew, Liza, Tilly and Georgie MacInnes
Kelly MacIntosh
Eleanor Mack
Greg Mack
Dorothy "Doss" MacKay, in Memoriam
Leslie MacKay
Sheila MacKenzie Brown
Frank MacKenzie
Jim MacKenzie
Kathleen Mackenzie
Margaret Mackenzie
Renee Mackenzie
Teresa Mackenzie
Wyatt Mackill
Andrea Mackintosh
Carolyn MacLaren
John Maclean
Jim and Erica MacMaster
Allison MacMillan
Laura MacPherson
Duncan MacRae
Brody Mader
David Madison
Jackie Maeers
Norbert Maertens
John and Dagmar Maguire
Donald Main
Gabor Fricska and Lyn Mainwaring
Wendy Majewski
Susan Makara
Kathinka Makela
Andrew Maksymchuk
Aidan Malish
Brienne Malish
Danielle Malish
Dean Malish
Gerry Malish
Jack Malish
Mary Malish
Stephanie Malish
Paul Malkinson
Carol Mallow
Shirley Malnis
Darlene Maloney
Marlene Mamchur
Shawn Manashe
Leslie Manders
R. and E. Manders
Dr. Larrie Mandreck
Sherrie Mann
Andrea Manning
Cameron Manning
Susan Manning
Tim and Shirley Manning
Fred and Janet Manson
John T. Manton
Louise Manz
Chantelle Manzuik
Barbara Marcolin
Kelly Marcolin
Kevin Marcolin
Laura Marcolin
Zee Marcolin
Brianna and Madelyn Marcoux
Marilyn and David Marcoux
Steve and Carol Marin-McKinney
Fred Marin
Tracy Marino
Sarah and Jason Markham
Beth Marks
Julia Marmont
Brad Marshall
Brandy Marshall
Reg and Mary Marte
Franky, Nicole, Sam and Seth Martens
Brian Martin
Catherine Martin
Dawne Martin
Pat Martin
Riley and Emily Martin
Robert Martin
Jennifer Martz
Sephorah Marzorini
Tom and Gladys Mason
Patricia Masters
Andy and Kathie Mather
Marilyn Mathieson
Thomas Mathieson
Don Matovich
Thomas Mathews
Myra Mattila
Mike Matwychuk
James Maure
Julia Mawhinney
Keith Maxwell
Jennifer May-Hadford
Anne and Graham Mayuk
Chris Mazurkewich
Debra McAdam
Marie McAlpine
Elizabeth McArthur
Judy McAulay
Dale and Devora McAuley
McCagherty Family
Ken McCagherty
Diana and Clyde McCallum
Colin McCann
Daniel McCarthy
Kyle McCarthy
Cathy McClary
Mary McConchy, in Memoriam
Sharon and Robert McCoubrey
Margaret McCoy
Garry McCracken
Mark and Erna McCulla
James McCulloch
Hugh McCullough
Brad Mcdonald
Marlene McDonald
Matt McDonald
Shelley McDonald
Troy McDonald
Jennifer McDonell
Robert McDonell
Rob McDougall
Louisa and Matt McDowell
Liam McFadden
David McFadden
Rory and Alyssa McFadden
George and Judy McFeeters
Myles McGovern
Ashley McGrath
Kendra Jones McGrath
Randy McGraw
Linda McGrew
Lee McGuigan
Cynthia McIntosh
Douglas McIntosh
Lisa McIntosh
Neil and Eileen McIntyre
Peter and Jaynee McIntyre
Susan McIntyre
McKay Family
Kevin and Sharon McKay
Daphne and Tom McKenzie
James H. McKenzie
Karen McKinnon
Margo McKinnon
Rylan McKinnon
Arlene McKnight
Ali and Karl McKusick
John and Irene McLaughlin
Foster Mclean
George McLean
Melissa McLean
Monica Mclean
Stuart McLean
Gerry and Don McLeod
Chris McMahan
Beverley McMahon
Candice McMahon
Denise McMahon
Jim McManes
Dean McMillan
Graham McMynn
Lorrie and Jim McNamara
Mary Ellen McNaughton
Stephen McNeil
Patricia McNeill
Petrina McNeil
Greig McPhee
McPherson Family
Mary Jo McQuaid
Jean McRobbie
Sally McRoberts
William McTavish
Aaron McVey
Paul McVey
Roland McWhinney
Lauralynn Mealing
Michael Mears
Sandra Mecklenburg
Laura Medcalf
Dainis Mednis, in Memoriam
Kevin and Jennifer Medwedew
Susan Medynski
Kelly Megyes
Dave Mehner
Norma Meier
Norma Lou Meier
Randy Meier
Brenda Meister
Emil Meister
Ted and Barb Melanson
Karen Mellor
Ruth and Gary Mellor
Warren Mellor
Kaium Mellum
Kambrai Mellum
Kelbrai Mellum
Lucas Mellum
Nicholas Mellum
Yvonne Mellum
Robin Melnyk
Ted and Marnie Melnyk
Doug Meraw
Michelle Mercer
Vivian and Michelle Merchant
Robert Meredith
Hadrian Merler
Metropolitan Hardwood Floors
Sandy Metz
Shayne Metz
Kelly and Debbie Meyer
Christopher Meyrick
Kylie Michie
Logan Michie
Monique Hubbs-Michiel and Robert Michiel
Paul Mick
Geanette Miles
Paul T. Miles
Millar Family
Carol Millar
Debra Millar
George and Pat Millar
Brenda Milledge
Daphne and Russ Miller
Dean and Mary Miller
J. Douglas Miller
Karen Miller
Karen and John Miller
Merry Miller
Scott and Elizabeth Miller
Erica Milligan
Dorothy Mills
Helen Mills
Paul Mills
Lois Milne
Roberta Milne
Alan and Sylvia Milnes
Michael Minions
Mary-Jane Minni
Craig Misfeldt
Katie Misfeldt
Brenda Miskimmin
Mission Creek Optometry
Eunice Mitchell
Helen Mitchell
Kesha Mitchell
Gloria Miwa
Everard and Barbara Miyasaki
Daylinn Moesker
Jim Moffat
Gale Moger
Curtis Mohamed
Robert and Andrea Mohr
Ruth Moir
Bruce Mol
Maureen Mol
Aimee Molen
Janet Molen
Garry and Jeanne Molitwenik
Terry Molsberry
Momentum Cycling
Jennifer Monaghan
Monashee Powder Snowcats
Doug Mongerson
Penny Monkman
Paul and Mary Munroe
Denine Monteith
Jamie Monteith
Colleen Moody
Bruce Moore
Daxton Moore
Kathryn and Thomas Moore
Mike and Lynne Moore
Pam Moore
Peter Moore
Quinn Moore
Scott Moore
Shannon Moore
Kevin and Susan Moran
Eleanor Morden
William More
Lynda Moreau
Simon Moreira
David and Peggy Morel
Skeets Morel
Marcos Moreno
Arlene Morgan
Carolyn Morgan
Margaret Morgan
Marianne Morgan
Sarah Mori-Jones
Janice and Terry Mori
Judith Mori
Ray Morin
John Morral
Bob and Pat Morran
Craig Morrison
Sherry Morrow
Scott Morton
Alison Moscrop
Phil Moubray
Ellen Mould
Mountain Equipment Co-op
Gordon and Julie Mross
Kevin Mueller
Lothar and Ruth Mueller
Win Muff
Hanny Muggeridge
Tami Muhlert
Linda Muhly
Marianne Muir
Joyce Mulligan
Pat Mulligan
Terry Mulsberry
Paul Mulvihill
Heather Mummery
Kendra Jones Munk
Ken Munkholm
Melissa Munn
Patricia Munro
Paul and Mary Munroe
Barry Muramatsu
William Murdoch
Margaret Murison
Michael and Kathleen Murison
Chris Murphy
Jerry Murphy
Katie Murphy
Mike Murphy
Terry Murphy
Judy Murray
Ken Murray
Renee Murray
Teagan Murray
Warren and Renee Murray
Chris Murrell
Muse Holdings Corp
Donald Mushta
Nancy Mussio
Russell Mussio
Magda Mutch
MW Motor Werke Inc
Kim and Cindy Myers
Myra Canyon Trestle Restoration Society
Ali Nahnybida
Angela Naismith
David Naismith
Gerry Naito
Brian and Yvonne Nakai
Bernice and George Nakashima
Namaste Day Spa
Rhonda Naoum
Mary and Jamie Napier
Harry and Joyce Nash, in Memoriam
Kim and Rob Nash Family
Robert Nash
Bob Shanahan and Shirley Nash
Nature's Fare Markets
Katie and David Nault Family
Audrey Neal
John and Diane Neal
Laura Neame
Ron Neden
Marian Neeson
Joseph and Julie Negraeff
Neilson Family
Patricia Neilson
Gerry and Mia Nelson
Harvey Nelson
Kevin Nelson
Robin Nelson
Autumn, Lara and Caleb Netting
Caleb Netting
Nancy S. Netting
Hannah Neubeck
Katherine Neufield
Rosemarie Neufeld
Ingrid and Wally Neumann
NeuMovement Vernon
Newbury Hydraulics
Gabriel Newman
Gordon and Janet Newmarch
Valerie Newth
Newton Family
Newton Financial Services Inc
Alick Newton
Barbara Newton
Lois Newton
Sonja Newton
Claire Nguyen-cao
Kevin Nguyen-cao
Tuan Nguyen-cao
Lan Huong Nguyen
Heather and J. Wayne Nibogie
Larry Nicholas, in Memoriam
Nicholls Denture Centre
Alan Nichols
Connie Nichols
Cynthia Nichols
Robert Nichols
Sean Nichols
Lyle Nicholson
Doris Nickel
Leo Nicolaas
Paulina O. Niechcial
Jane Nielsen
Johannes Nieuwenburg
Nilson Family
Herb Niro
Glen Niskasari
Carl Nistor
Braden Nixon
Jordan Nixon
Michael Nobes
Jack and Joan Noble
Jim and Sharon Noble
Bruce Nodwell
Noir Arts Studio
Barb and Tom Nolan
Tom Nolan
Gwen Nordick
Jim and Vivienne Norris
Marilyn North
Aidan Northcott
Dorothy Northrup
Tereza Novakova
Ed and Taosha Nowek
Barbara Nudd
Rory Nugent
Leslie Nuyens
Lauren and Jordan Nye
Anatoliy Nykilchyk
Doug Nykolayshuk
Craig Nyrose
Karin and Darryl O'Brian
Kevin O'Brien
Catherine O'Connell
Mckenna O'Connell
Michael and Dana O'Connell
Kathy O'Ferrall
Melanie O'Hara
Anne O'Keefe
Greg O'Neill
O'Rourke's Peak Cellars
Kevin O'Toole
Carl Ernest Obst
Shauna Oddleifson
Dan Odenbach
Angelika Offenwanger
Dwayne Ogasawara
Jane Ohashi
Mark Ohe
Allen Ohlhauser
Renate Ohse
Wolfgang Ohse
Okanagan Chiropractic
Okanagan College
Okanagan Images
Okanagan Mission Lions Club Community
Okanagan Shuswap Century Ride
Okanagan Spirits Craft Distillery
John Okonsky
Teddy Okonsky
Sue Olafsen
Olive Us Oil and Vinegar Tasting Room
Suzanne P. Oliver
Carreen Olson
Christina Olson
Dale Olson and Cheryl Murphy
Jennifer Olson
Ron Olson
Olympia Cycle and Ski
Sylvia and John Olynky
Curtis Omelchuk
Brian and Sandra Omichinski
Don Oneil
Margaret O'Neill
Elis and Adene Ongman, in Memoriam
The Orchard RV Retreat
James Oreilly
Robert Ormrod
Charitini Orphanidou
Neil Orr
Shirley Orr
Yvonne Orr
Bonnie Lynn Orth
Andre Ortmayr
Todd Orton
Edward Osborn
Ted and Carolyn Osborn
Daryl Oshanek
Martina Osman
Shon Ostafew
Linda Ostafichuk
Stephanie Ostash
Darlene Osterlin
Andrew and Patricia Oswell
Heinz and Frances Ott
Volker Otto
Ken and Linda Otto
Paul Oudendag
Case Out
Aldyn Overend
Andrew Overend
Brenda Overend
Howard Overend, in Memoriam
Marlene Overman
Kyla Ovington
Jessica Owen
Oyama Music Students of Rhonda Pigott
Oyama Orchard Lake Estate
Oyama Traditional School
P. J. DeVries Construction Ltd
Thomas Pacina
Jordan Pack
Gloria Pada
Hilary Pada
Tim Paddock
Padgate Farms Ltd
Al and Janis Page
Anna Page, in Memoriam
Lindsay Page
Edward and Avril Paice
Paige and Co. Bookkeeping and Tax Inc
Jasmine Paige
Cal Paley
Rick and Claire Pallen
Robert Palmer
Chris Panasiuk
Tasha Panasiuk
Pandosy Books
Edith and Henry Pansegrau
Domenic Pantaleo
Joanne Pappin
Barbara and Garth Penner
Joyce Penner
Perry Penner
Michael Penney
Linda and Gary Penrose
Terry Percy
Trudi and Brian Perkes
Brad Perrault
Ronald H. K. Perrault
Emma Perritt
Neil Perry
Susan Perry
Paul Perschon
Peter Greer Elementary School
Gail and Carl Peter
Linda Peterat
Arlene Peters
Jack Peters
Rod Peters
Terry Petersen
Deegan and Mia Peterson
Raymond Peterson
Rhonda Peterson
Ted and Linda Peterson
Sabine Petit
Joseph Petrusich
Harry Pettigrew
Glenn and Moya Petznick
Doug Phalen
Bernie and Alexandra Phillion
Elaine Phillip
Don and Leena Phillips
Eric Phillips
Kathryn Phillips
David Phipps
Joan Phipps
Robin Piche
Robert Pick
Clifford Pierce
Loy Pierce
Wayne Pierce
Karyn and Jack Pifiefer
Dina Pileberg
Anthony Pin
Pinnacle Roofing Ltd
Pistawka Family
Mike and Lynda Pitura
Roger Planden
Whitley Planden
Planet Bee Honey Farm
Planning Institute of BC
Gail Plecash
Harold and Margaret Plue
Grant Plunkie
Erika Podewils
Karl Podolski
David Poggemiller
Dawn Poggemiller
Charlie Poirier, in Memoriam
Jason Poitras
Peter Pollhammer
Alexandra Polk
Sue Pollock
Larry Polmear
Jake Polzin
Shirley Pommier
Judith Poole
Jim Popowich
Tanya Porter
Andrew Portwood
Nadine Poznanski
Ryan Posnikoff
Postill Nixon Earthworks
Isabel Postill
Laurie and Brian Postill
Ed Potter
Ken and Bev Potter
Rick Potter
Bernard Poznanski
Prairie Folk Farmery
Alan Pratt
Kathleen and Richard Pratt
Predator Ridge Resort
Chantelle Prentice
Francois Pretorius
Shirley Pretty
Christine Rao
Kenneth and Laura Rasmussen
Suzanne Rasmussen
Patricia Ratcliffe
Tom Rathwell
Kari Rawlinson
Roxanne Ray
Min and Eric Rayson
Mary Read
Mark Rebagliati
Deb and Keith Recsky
Ruth and Alex Recsky
Redecopp Block Party
Don Redecopp
Alex and Katalin Redecsi
Errol and Noreen Redman
Tyler Redman
Judith and David Rees-Thomas
Beth Regehr
Dyck Regier
Brigitte Reichenbach
Barrie Reid
Brian Reid
Colin Reid
Donald J W Reid
Keith and Lorraine Reid
Ron and Fern Reid
Trish Reid
Mike Reiley
Karla Reimer
Ray and Lorena Reimer
Marc Reinarz
Larry Reinboldt
Judi Reinhardt
Ronald and Jane Reinhart
Lucy Reiss
Rob Relling
Salt Fowler Team, REMAX Vernon
Ian and Edna Rennie
Blake Reynolds
Janice Reynolds
Ted Rhind
Jan and Ida Ribbink
Ribbons of Green Trails Society
John K. Ricci
Lesley Ricci
Rich Finn
Elizabeth Richards
Dale Richardson
Judy Richardson
John Richey
G. Richter
Gabi Richter
Ridinger Family
Art and Lois Riegel
Ken Riegel
Otto Rieve
Gwen Rikkinen
Michael Riley
Adna Rimmer, In Memoriam
Bob and Shauna Rimmer
Robert Rinaldi
Matthew Rinfret
Toby Risk
Doris Ritter
Carla Rivere
Lynda and Fred Rivett
Robert Michiel Photography
Bernice Robertson
Brian and Moria Robertson
James Robertson
George and Jill Robertson
Kerri Lynn Robertson
Ashlee and Ron Robinson and Bierman
Crystal Robinson
Kristen Robinson
Michael and Laurie Robinson
Paige Robinson
Patricia Robinson
Peter and Elana Robinson
Brenda Robson
Christine Robson
Kenneth Robson
Rochfort Family
Rockridge Real Estate Company
Melanie Rodrigues
Greg Roemer
Patricia Rogan
Claire and Will Rogers
David Rogers
Cindy and Rob Romanowski
George Romao
Sylvia Ronceray
Bonnie Ronning, in Memoriam
Susan Rook
Rooster’s Barber Shop
Per Rosen
Bruce Ross
Jeffrey Ross
Sherry Ross
Steve and Sandra Ross
Tony and Doug Ross
Joerg Rosset
Rotaract Club of Kelowna
Rotary Club of Kelowna Capri
Rotary Club of Kelowna Morningside
Rotary Club of Kelowna Ogopogo
Rotary Club of Kelowna Okanagan Mission
Rotary Club of Kelowna Sunrise
Rotary Club of Vernon
Rotary Club of Vernon Kalamalka
Rotary Club of Vernon Silver Star
Barney Roth
Donna Roth
Rounders Consulting Inc
J. and L. Rourke
Judith Rourke
Shannon Rourke
Janice Routledge
Joan Rowan
Sidney and Mary Rowles
Royal LePage Downtown Realty Ltd
Ilva Royle
Shelly and Mike Rozankoski
Ingrid Rozca, in Memoriam
Loreen Ruault
Irmgard Ruth Ruckheim
Rob Rudrum
Bob for running buds Marie, Deb, Rose and Marie, in Memoriam
Running Room
Pat Rusk
Frances Russell
Stephen Russell
Tyler Russell
Michael Russello
Robert Rutherford
Rutland Physical Therapy
Phil and Lynn Rutter
Susanne Ruzicka
Bernie Ryan
Florence Ryan
Heidi Ryan
Miriam Ryan
Patricia Ryan
Zena Ryder
Jeanie Ryley
Ron Saari
Stan Sagal
Sage Executive Group
Frances Sloan Sainas
Agnes Sakakibara
Stacey Sakakibara
Angelyn Salaberry
Lisa Salt and Gord Fowler
John Sampson
Jordan Sanders
Wendy Sandor
Bruce Sankey
Terry Sankey
Christine Santos
Denise Santos
Saori’s Beauty Bar
Dana Saretsky
Damaris Sargent
Catherine Sarino
Sandi Sasges
Elvina Sask
John Saunders
Neil Saunders
Bob and Gloria Savage
Jack Savage
Maureen Savage
David, Natalie, Jaslin and Jake Sawatzky
Don Sawatzky and Beverley Edwards-Sawatzky
Tracey Sawatzky
Gerry and Shirley Sawchyn
Brenda Sbrozzi
Veronica Scarpino
James Schaefer
Kerri Schaefer
Susan Schaefer
Jodi Schafer
Leon and Joyce Schafer
Lyle Scheiber
Colleen Schellenberg
Milt and Wilma Schellenberger
Jody Schellenburg
Ronald Scherer
Deborah Scheske
Katrina Schibler
Karen Schick
Deborah Schiller
Johan Schjelderup
Karin Schjelderup
Aimee Schlosser
Milton Schlosser
Tim and Wendy Schlosser
Arnold Schmidt
Cheryl Schmidt
Darlene Schmidt
Denis and Elizabeth Schmidt
Edward and Brenda Schmidt
Rachael Schmidt
Terry Schmidt
Werner Schmiegelt
Donna Schneider
Heather and John Schneider
Marlaine Schneider
Robert Schneider
Mary Jo Schnepf and Stafford McKergow
Christine Schober
Fred and Louvain Schon
John Schonhoffer
Paul Schorn
Arno Schortinghuis
Fred Schrod
Gerda Schrod
Jennifer Schrod
Katrina Schrod
Manfred Schrod
Marlene Schrod
Phillip Schrod
Alex Schubel
Blaine Schultz
Barbara Schulz
Janet Schumacher
Lana Schuster
Otto Schwab
Lindi Schwartz
Cornelia Schwarz
Mike Schwarz
Brad Schwindt
Heather Scollon
David F. Scott
Duncan Scott
John Scott
Mervyn Scott
Reenie Scott
SDL Environmental Consulting
Donald Searle
Betty Sears
Robert Seaton
John Seddon
Richard and Linda Seeley
Tell and Karin Segler
Tellfrank Segler
Wayne and Judy Selin
Darci Sellers
Harold and Linda Sellers
Sandra and Roger Sellick
Denise Semenchuk
Dennis Semeniuk
Xenia Semeniuk
Lawrence Seminoff
Mary Seniuk
David Service
Brad and Terri Serwa
Kelsey Serwa
Cliff and Lois Serwa
Consie Severson
Susan Seyfried
Shane Family
Ross Shannon
John and Monica Shantz
Annette Sharkey
Ruby Sharma
Chris Sharpe
Carol Sharplin
Lisa Nicole Shaver
Shaw Communications Inc
Brian and Patricia Shaw
Laura Shaw
Ryley and Murray Shaw
Carl Shearer
Paul Shearing
Maureen and Al Sheasby
Ted Sheehan
Wayne and Gudrun Shelley
Sean Shepherd
Sharon and Michael Shepherd
Karen and Walter Sherstobitoff
Roger Sherwood
Christine Shields
Harold Shim
Paul Shipley
Shirley and Mike Leng
Jason, Tara, Kayden, Kolby, Chloe, Bella, and Austin Shoemaker
Judy and Paul Shoemaker
Lindsey Shoemaker
Gail Short
Joel and Terry Short
Joyce Short
Russell Shortt
Karmen Shum
Shuswap Coffee Company Ltd
Alexis Sibilleau
Makenna Sibilleau
S.I.D.I.T.
Brad Sieben
Sabina Siedmann
Ronald Siever
Sigal Family
Sigalet and Co Law Firm
Dirk Sigalet
Clarence Sigler
Dianne Sigvacdason
Aileen Sim
Jeannette Simkins
Alanna and Kenny Simms
Jim Simms
Deidre Simpson
Elizabeth S. Sims
Karen Lynn Sinclair
Susan Sinotte
Ryan Sirges
Tom Sirges
Sisterhood of the Travelling Plans
Karen Sjoberg
Carole Skaaning
John and Laura Skafar
David Skelhon
Betty Skilbeck
Leith and Gladys Skinner
Robert Skitmore
Jim Slade, in Memoriam
Sladen Moore Chartered Professional Accountants
Gordon and Kay Sladen
Janet Slaney
David Slater
Edward Slater
Mary Jane Slavin
Dana Sleigh
Slimmon Family
Tammy Lexi Bodie Sliworsky
Margaret and Kim Slizak
Lucille and Bob Slonski
Kami Slozka
Myrna Slozka
Ryan Slozka
Werner Slozka
SLR Consulting (Canada) Ltd
Deb and Gordon Sluggett
Leanne Smailes
Smart and Associates
Barbara Smart
Brad Smart
Alison Smith
Christine Smith
Clifford Smith
Dave Smith
Denis Smith
Denis and Joyce Smith
Don Smith
Donald Smith
Dorothy Smith
Gwen and Roger Smith
Holly and Jackie Smith
Iain Smith
Jocelyn Smith
Kelly Smith
Kenneth Smith
Krista Smith
Linda Smith
Lynne Smith
Mary Smith
Michael Smith
Murray Smith
Paul and Janneke Smith
Penelope J Smith
Penny Smith
Rick Smith
Robin Smith
Royal Smith
Trent Smith
Virginia and Stan Smith
William Frederick Smith, in Memoriam
Jarred Smithson
Brad and Teresa Snyder
Richard and Grace Sobieski
Rich Sobkowich
Phil Soichuk, in Memoriam
John Sokolowski
Sol-Ful Yoga Event
Sue Solymosi
Angela Sonntag
Neena Sood
Claudia Sorensen
Elaine Sorensen
Eric Sorensen
Laurie Soros
George and Lisa Sousa
Southward Medical Supplies
Sheila Sovereign
Twyla Spannier
Dason and Debbie Sparling
Ted and Laurie Spearin
Heather and Jonathan Specken
Allan Speevak
Eric Speight
Grant Spelsberg
Darrel Spencer
Maurice and Emily Sperling
Harold Spicer
Susan Spiller
David Spitzer
Melissa Spooner
Spring Fuel Distributors Inc
Carrie and Philip Spring
Sharon Spring
David Spritke
Janet Sproule, in Memoriam
Neil and Jacqui Sproule
John Squire
St. James School
Tina St. Jean
Luke and Anne Stack
Peter Stack
Neil Staerkle
Ken Stamp
Stand Up for the Trail Paddleboard Event
Richard Standen
Eric and Judith Stang
Henry and Maria Stanski
Pete Stanton
Peter Stapleton
Gordon Starchuk
Kevin Stark
Michael Stark
Neale and Karen Stead
Heather Whitney Steber
Tara Steck
Fran Stecyk
James Stecyk
Adam Steed
Nancy Steele
Stan Stefanik
Jutta and Len Stein
Tammy Stein
Waldemar Steinke
John Stelfox
Bill and Judy Stephens
Therese and Beat Steuri
Barbara and Trevor Stevens
Grant Stevens
Michelle Stevens
David Stevenson
David and Melanie Stevenson
Nick and Rose Stevenson
Aiolan Stewart
Allan Stewart
Gord Stewart
Heather Stewart
Ian and Deborah Stewart
Ken and Donna Stewart
Kitson, Jennifer and Lavender Stewart
Quin Stewart
Rowan Stewart
Ruth Stewart, in Memoriam
Sherlyn Stewart
Mike and Sharon Stickney
Catherine Stiles
Sharon and Wayne Stinn
Patricia and William Stitt
Bob and Marlene Stiven
Glen, Pam, Isla and Nolan Stiven
Mary Stockdale
Sherry Stone
Joanne Stone
Kerry Stone
Lally and Graham Stonebridge
Stonewood Design
George Stonier
Carolyn Story, in Memoriam
Marilynn Story
Richard and Diane Story
Ron Stothers
Gerry Strand
Victoria Strandebo
Rick Stranks
Charly Stratton
Dave Straw
Dave and Nancy Street
Joyce Strickland
Todd Strilchuk
Judith A. Stringer
Marilyn Strong
Ward Strong
Becky Strube
Shayne Strukof
Andrew and Diane Stuart
Diane Stuart
Richard Suarez
Eric Sukkel
Jacqueline and Paul Sullivan
Sun Country Cycle
Sundial Lighting
Sunshine Festival
Ross Sutcliffe
Diane Sutherland
Geoff Sutherland
Murray Gordon Sutherland, in Memoriam
Charlotte Suttie
Audrey Sutton
Bill Sutton
Ingvar and Patricia Svard
Darwin and Annette Swadron
Sharon Swanson
David and Raye Swanzey
Brad Swartz
Pat Swift-McAllister
Frederick and Elizabeth Swirp
Derek Sydar
Charmaine Symington
Bryan, Megan and Willa Szasz
Fred Takagi
Gerald and Cherrie Takenaka
Kimie and Seinatsu Takenaka, in Memoriam
Ayman Talbut
Ella Tam
Henry Tam
Frank Tanguay
James Tanner
Sheila Tansey
Mark Tayler
Alexandra Taylor
Brad Taylor
D. Greg Taylor
Jeffrey Taylor
Joyce Taylor
Lars Taylor
Lindsay Taylor
Susan Taylor
Tina Taylor
TD Bank Group, Community Relations
Susan Teed
Sheila Tegart
Trevor Tegart
Ian Telfer
Telus Corp
Dean Temme
Dennis Teramura
Margaret Teramura
Toshikazu (Roy) Teramura
Kari Jones Terwelp
Terryn Thachuk
Glen Thayer
The BX Press Cidery
The BX Press Cidery
Martin and Carolyn Theiss
Gerry Theoret
Suzanne Therrien
Robert and Nancy Thibeau
Betty Thibodeau
Deena Thiede
Barbara Thiesen
Robert Thiesen
Chloe Thiessen
Kevin Thiessen
Randall Thiessen

Murray and Loretta Thom
Bev Thomas
Pam Thomas
Rayawyn Thomas
Timothy Thomas
Thompson-Munro Family
Allyson Thompson
Brian Thompson
Jennifer Thompson, Whistle Stop Yoga
Kathi Thompson
Eve and Holly Layman and Kurt Thompson
Laurie Thompson
Peter Thompson
Robert Thompson
Tim and Sue Thompson
Alexis Thomson
Carol and Duane Thomson
Cecily Thomson
Darryl Thomson
Dorothy and Harold Thomson, in Memoriam
Fletcher Thomson
Gillian Thomson
Gordon Thomson
Kirsty Thomson
Ally Makasoff, Becky Summerfelt, Kirsten Dodds and Liz Thomson
Ryan Thomson
Scott Thomson
Wendy Thomson
Herb Thorburn
Lorna Thorburn
Brad and Marianne Thorlakson
Brenda Thorlakson
Marlene and James Thorlakson
Robyn Thornton
Miles Thorogood
Deb Thrall
Mary Thurber
Claire Thurgur
Rob Thurgur
Molly Thurston
Rein Tichelaar
Johann Tiefenauer
Danielle Tilley
Randi Tingle
Paulette Tingley
Bitten Tisdale
Tizmania Consulting
Patrick and Lisa Tobin
Kevin Todd
Laura Todd
Linda Todd
Mhairi and David Todd
Jeffrey Tolton
Robert Tomich
Wren Tomlinson
Heather and Wally Tomm
Leona Tompkins
David Tompson
J. Kelly Tonsmeire
Tony Sammartino Const. Ltd
Tooke Family
Cheryl Toop
Topham Family
Bryan Toporowski
Vicki Topping
Carolyn, Steven, Erik, Kendall and Nolan Torhjelm
Carmen Torriero
Cory Tout
Reid Towell
Melissa-Anne Trca
Avrill Trach
Bridget and Sheldon Trainor
Matt Traister
Deb Treherne
Mary Tremayne
Marian Neeson
Hap and Jean Trevelyan, in Memoriam
Trewhitt Family
Arnold Trewhitt
Cheryl Trewhitt
Kevin and Lisa Trickett
Thelma Trickett
Triumph Coffee Inc
Shirley Tronnes
Brad Trower
Karen Truesdale
Ihor Trufyn
David Tucker
Edwin Tucker
Valerie Tucker
Diana and Allan Tuer
Tuesday Trekkers
Tulloch Family
Guy and Dawn Turcotte
Yvonne Turgeon
Turn-Key Controls Ltd
Turner Family Tree Farm
Brad Turner
Endang Turner
Irene Turner
Kenneth Turner
Phyllis Turner
Richard Turner
Richard and Judith Turner
Tom Turner
William and Teresa Turner
Turtle Bay Pub
Bill and Heather Twaites
Blake and Loretta Tweddle
Two Left Feet Shoe Co
Margaret Tyler
Heather and Martin Tymm
Ross Tyner
Noelle Typusiak
Rebecca Tyson
JDC West, UBC Okanagan Chapter
UBC Okanagan
UBC Okanagan Bike to Work Week
Tanner Udenberg
Clayton Uhlig
Amanda Ulliac
Universal Packaging Inc
Brendan Unsworth
Urban Systems
David and Allison Urness Family
Leanne Ursel
Paris Vachon
Matt Vader
Valley Plumbing and Heating
Shawn Vammen
Nollind van Bryce
Carolyn Van Buuren
Freed Van Den Eerenbeemt
Jack Van der Star
Kathy Van der Star
Ella van Dinther
Paul van Donkelaar
Jesse Van Duffelen
Stephanie Van Dyk
Roseanne Van Ee
Tony and Margaret Van Leest
Mel and Barb VanSickle
Christina van Soest
Uta Van Ziffle
Patricia Vanderbeck
Robert Vandersandien
Robert J. Vangolen
Melvin VanSickle
Doug Varley
Grant Varrie
Mike and Brooke Vascomelos
Jason Vath
Jane Vatkin
Keith and Pippa Dean-Veerman
Martin Vegt
Grant Venier
Ben Verkerk
Barb Vermassen
Vernon Active Health Clinic
Vernon Jubilee Hospital ICU
Vernon Jubilee Hospital Medical Staff
Vernon Motor Dealer Association
Vernon Newcomers Ladies' Dinner Club
Vernon Outdoors Club
Vero Health
Kees and Hella Versfeld
Andre Vien
Matteo Vigilante
Village of Lumby
Doug Vincent, in Memoriam
Cathy Vinkle
John Vinson
Viva Mexicana
Reg and Doreen Volk
Verena von Bremen
Peter von Hahn
Hanna Vouladakis
Theo Vouladakis
Ted and Linda Voykin
W. and S. Bernard Investment Ltd
W. J. Hack Law Corporation
W. W. Steward MD Inc
Deborah Wade
Andrea Wagner
George Wagner
Keith and Cindy Wagner
Marion Wahl
Lydia Wainwright
Lila Waldhuber
Brody Wales
Benjamin, Julia, Teagan and Autumn Walker
Fiona Walker
Ian, Linda and Emma Walker
John Walker
Kerry Walker
Morey Walker
Richard Walker
Scott Walker
Stephen Walker
Shelby Wall
Suzanne Wallace
Timaree Wallace
Stewart Wallach
David Wallden
Sandra J. Walls
Jim and Sandy Walowski
Jen Walraven
Chris Walsh
Chris and Gilly Walsh
Reg Walters
Glen Walushka
Alex Wambold
Tammy Wapple
Gerald Ward
Jessica Warner, in Memoriam
Roxanne Warner
Tuck and Leslie Warner
Faye Warren
Patricia Warshawski
Jody Warwaruk
Mark Wasyliuk
Betty and Stan Watchorn
Gordon Waters
Glynis Watkins
Kathryn and Robert Watson
Vickie Watson
Dan Watt
Edna, Stella and Harry Weatherill Foundation
Robert Weatherill
Keith and Bette Weaver
Rick and Brenda Weber
Kim Weberg
David Webster
John Webster
Juliet Webster
Patricia Webster
Rowan Webster
Tim Webster
Ursula Wedemeyer
Arlene Weidman
George Weiher
Janice Weinmaster
Ruth Weir
Paul Weiser
Don and Jane Weixl
Lois Weixl
Rod Welsh
Cathryn Wellner
Wells Gray Tours Ltd
Gillian and John Wells
John Wells
Thomas Wells
Janet Welsh
Chris and Shani Wendell
Melanie and Don Wenzoski
Karl Werner
Margaret and Morris Wernicke
Bill West
Pat and Dan West
WestCoast Industrial Consulting Ltd
Western Communities Foundation
Western Financial Group
Western Water Associates Ltd
Arlene Westervelt, in Memoriam
Hugh and Pat Westheuser
Brian Westwell
Alison and Barrie Wheeler
Judy and Mike Whitaker
Crystal White
Dave White
Erika White
Pat and Gail White
Steve and Rachel White
Brent Whitehead
Douglas Whitehead
Grant Whitehill
Gerry Whittaker
Kenneth Whittall
Erin Whitten
Ed and Patti Wickenheiser
Mike Widdifield
Lawrence and Darla Weibe
Raymond Wiebe
Stan Wieczorek
Marjorie Wiens
Jake and Cindy Wieringa
Kusum Wijesekera
Sandra Wike
Darren Wilson Wilby, in Memoriam
Ron Wilcox
Candice Wilde
Al and Kathy Wilkes
Jennifer Wilkinson
Kathleen Wilkinson
Colleen Williams
Josh Williams
Kate Williams
Linda and Maurice Williams
Michael Williams
Rob and Jacqui Williams
Christopher Williamson
Paul Williamson
Becky Willis
Rod and Carol Willis
Lani Williston
Anson Willmott
Ashley Willmott
Mandy Willmott
Vanessa Willmott
Willowstone Academy
Jim Willox
Eleanor Wilmot
Gwynneth Wilson
Barbara Wilson
Dana Wilson
Don Wilson
George Wilson
Gwynneth Wilson
Harold Wilson
Ken and Pam Wilson
Laura Wilson
Linda Wilson
Marian and Ed Wilson
Pat Wilson
Randy Wilson
Gary Wilton
Yvonne Wiltse
Allan Wingenbach
Winn Rentals Ltd
Arthur Winskowski
Dale A. Winskowski
Karen Winsor
Winterbach Family
Donna Wintermute
John Mark Winther
Cal Wipp
Anne Wise
Rhea Wiseman
Craig and Kathryn Wisse
Frederik Wisse
Angus Witt
Eena Walraven Witt
Lydia Wittchen
Gordon and Loretta Wittur
Lori Witzel
Reinhard Woitzik
Gail Wolanski
Wolf-Tree Forestry Ltd
Grant Wolfe
Kelly and Dennis Wolfe
Raymond Wolsey
Marianne Wolters
Neil Wong
Roger and Jillian Wong
Silping Wong
Janice Wood-Brawn
Faith Wood
Fran Wood
Frances Wood
Paul Wood
Beverly Wooden
Woodlake RV Park and Marina
Robert Woodman
Nancy Woodroff
Ida and Stuart Woods
Andrew Woodward
Peter and Suzanne Woodward
Ada and Fred Wooffitt, in Memoriam
Barry Worbets
Iris Worbets
Jon Terence Worbets
Rosalie Worbets
Shane, Lisa, Eric and Joel Worman
Robert Would
John Wowk
Lynette Wren
Hunter Wride
Rhys Wride
Amanda Wright
Brad Wright
Denise Wright
Gail Wright
Ian Wright
James Wright
Jim Wright
Joel Wright
Kyle Wright
Logan Wright
Lynne and Barry Wright
Tyler Wright
Grace Wulff
Heather Wurtele
Dennis Wyatt
Lisa Wyatt
Twyla Wygle
Kathy and Don Wylie
Shannon Wylie
Ardys Wyse
Cathy Yamada
Keith Yap
Anna and Moshe Yarosky
Katie Yavis
Mike Yawney
Rudy Ydenberg
Ione Yeager
Maureen Yeremy
Donald and Judy Yeske
Harvey Youden
Bradley Young
Colin Young
Julie Young
Lynne and John Young
Ron Young
Edward, Dina, Amanda and Markus Zacharuk
Stacey Zantingh
Orville Zaste
Jesse Zaufenberger
Carol Zerbin
Wendy Zerr
Paul Zibotics
Paula Ziebart
Gwen Zilm
Lezli Zimmerman
Sandy and Gerry Zimmermann
Paul Zuk